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Matrix Meditec was started in 2004 with the single-minded focus toMatrix Meditec was started in 2004 with the single-minded focus to
provide world-class implants and instruments to our users. Since then,provide world-class implants and instruments to our users. Since then,
the matrix has come a long way. With a business that spans over 30the matrix has come a long way. With a business that spans over 30
countries, Matrix has now established a name for itself in the industrycountries, Matrix has now established a name for itself in the industry
across the globe. We are driven by radical engineering and superioracross the globe. We are driven by radical engineering and superior
technology to help people with orthopedic imparities lead the mosttechnology to help people with orthopedic imparities lead the most
comfortable lives. Our product range spans from trauma, spine, joint tocomfortable lives. Our product range spans from trauma, spine, joint to
hip replacement and instruments. We believe that our inclusive rangehip replacement and instruments. We believe that our inclusive range
of products, an assertion on high quality, ingenious production, a wideof products, an assertion on high quality, ingenious production, a wide
network spread across 30 + countries and ever-growing relations withnetwork spread across 30 + countries and ever-growing relations with
stakeholders in the healthcare industry is the main reason behindstakeholders in the healthcare industry is the main reason behind
Matrix’s success in the fraternity of orthopedic implants andMatrix’s success in the fraternity of orthopedic implants and
instruments.instruments.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/matrix-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/matrix-
meditec-pvt-ltd-9071meditec-pvt-ltd-9071
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